
Astrometri Error in Observations of the Galati Center andExperimental ImpliationsCambier, H. J.1hambier�uoregon.eduABSTRACTAnalysis on the sale and behavior of astrometri unertainty for Kek Tele-sope adaptive optis imagery of the Galati Center (at 2.2µm) indiates amedian �oor error less than 0.2 milliarseonds (mas) for all stars with apparentK' magnitude (mK ′) less than 14, or less than 0.25 and 0.40 mas for magnitudebins 14-15, and 15-16, respetively. Analysis also shows that these �oors an beapproahed at a rate inversely proportional to the square root of frames taken.For mK ′ < 14 and viewing regions less than an arseond (arse.) aross, or
14 < mK ′ < 15 and 1/5 an arse., separation unertainties are primarily pro-pogated unertainty of individual positions with no additional distortion. Theseindividual and relative unertainties de�ne a level at whih orbital shifts due torelativisti e�ets and extended mass distributions should beome just notieable,if not measureable.Dispersion e�ets were also investigated, as they at to multiply random erroraused by atmopsheri turbulene.Subjet headings: Galaxy: enter � infrared: stars � non-Keplerian orbits�astrometry� tehniques: high angular resolution

1. IntrodutionFor many years, blak holes remained purely hypothetial sine �nding empirial ev-idene for objets whose gravities apture light is understandably di�ult. However, thisimmense gravity, as well as the emissions from exited areting matter should betray them,and these properties guided the searh for blak holes towards the enters of galaxies like143940 21
st St. West, Lanaster CA 93536. Researh funding provided by the National Siene Founda-tion as part of the Researh Exhange for Undergraduates program



� 2 �our own.The immense gravity mentioned is most measureable in the orbits of the S0 group,the losest observable stars to the blak hole, most of whose mK′ values range from 14 to16 (Ghez et al. 2005). Measuring their positions has plaed onstraints on the extent of amassive gravitational soure and it's separation from the radio soure Sgr A*, and theseonstraints have been re�ned from 100 milliarseonds (mas) (Ghez et al. 1998) to 50 mas(Ghez et al. 2000), and most reently, to within 2 mas (Ghez et al. 2005) by the Kek 10mtelesope using a laser-guide-star adaptive-optis (LGS AO) system. Two mas is about fourtimes the expeted periastron positional shift of the star SO-2 (see �3) so having unertain-ties an order of magnitude smaller ould mean revealing the non-losed nature of orbits,while an order or two further would make for reliable measurements.To this end, it is important not only to quantify the �nal empirial unertainties, butto analyze them so that the instrument, or future ones, an ahieve the highest preisionpossible; preisions that might allow the measurement of said orbital shifts.Setion 2 desribes the data proessing proedure. The antiipated orbital shifts aredesribed in �3, �4 overs the error analyses performed, and �5 is the onlusion.2. ProedureThe data sets under srutiny both onsist of 10 arse. x 10 arse. siene frames takenthrough the K' (λ0 = 2.124µm) wideband �lter (∆λ = 0.35µm), on the NIRC2 amera atKek with the LGS AO system employed. 138 images from 24 June 2006 formed one set,and 120 images from 02 May 2006 formed the other. In eah ase, the telesope took threeshots between dithering.The images were leaned and redued from multiple into single images ("maps") usingthe program, pyraf (Pyraf homepage). In order to later examine the e�et of frame ount onunertainty, the frames were redued in groups ontaining all, a third, a sixth, or a twelfthof the entire ount. For the �rst division of the total frames into thirds, the �rst, seond,and third shot in eah dither were used to build the �rst, seond, and third maps in orderto better isolate fators that hanged throughout the night or with telesope position. Thesubsequent divisions, though, were made along the hronologial order of frames.To quantify error three "submaps"were also made for every map, eah using only athird of the frames (divided hronologially), and the variane of stellar positions betweensubmaps de�ned the unertainty. This raised some onern sine, if the error relates tothe frame ount in the suspeted statistial manner, dividing the frames again inreases theunertainty. However, beause the submaps onsistently use a third of the frames, 1/
√

Nproportional errors would follow the same trend, only saled up by a onsistent overestima-



� 3 �tion.The program, Star�nder (Diolaiti et al. 2000), translated the main maps into lists withthe stars and their data, and it determined an average point-spread funtion (PSF) us-ing eight bright stars (IRS16C, IRS16NW, IRS16NE, IRS33E, IRS33W, S1-21, IRS29N,IRS16SW). An image soure was delared a star for orrelations of 0.8 or better with thePSF, while only a orrelation of 0.6 was demanded for submaps. An alignment routine wasrun, whih performed only translation transformations guided by a few stars.3. Orbital ShiftsOrbits are already �t to the stars around Sgr A* (Ghez et al. 2003), so orbital shiftingis not a new observable, but �ne detail in a urrent one. Orbits and orbital shifts provideinformation on the distribution of enlosed by the orbits. There are two types of shifts:prograde, and retrograde.General Relativity predits for the periastron of a body's orbit around a larger point-likemass to rotate in the same angular diretion (and orbital plane) that the body travels. If theenlosed mass is point-like (Mpt) then the prograde angular shift, ∆φ, and the separationbetween periastron, ∆s, are given by (Rubilar & Ekart 2001):
∆φ =

6πGMpt

c2a(1 − e2)
, and

∆s =
6πGMpt

c2(1 − e)
,where G is the gravitational onstant, a the semi-major axis, and e the eentriity. For thestar, S0-2, whih has a omparitively small period of 15 years and reported eentriity of0.87 (Ghez et al. 2005), and the minimum onstrained mass for the blak hole (2.6×106M⊙)(Ghez et al. 1998), this translates to an angular separation of 0.47 milliarseonds betweensubsequent periastron.A retrograde shift is one in whih the star's orbital axes rotate opposite the angulardiretion (again, in the orbital plane) that the star travels. A primarily radially-dependent,("non-pathologial"), extended mass distribution would ause retrograde shifting. Studies(Jiang & Lin 1985; Rubilar & Ekart 2001) on shifts resulting from a purely uniform densitydistribution, or a Plummer-type mass distribution around the blak hole mass;

ρ(r) = const. for r < some R, and 0 elsewhere,

ρ(r) = 1/[1 + (r/rc)
2]α/2 (rc and α are parameters),



� 4 �reveal that it is not di�ult for the net shift to be in the retrograde diretion. A star passingthrough the uniform density distribution would an experiene a shift on the order of degrees.For a star traveling through the Plummer-type distribution with 99 to 90 perent of the totalmass in the blak hole itself, α greater than 4, and rc less than 150 mas, the retrograde shiftwould equal or dominate the prograde one.For �tting a mass distribution to the orbits, one will need at least as many stel-lar orbits as there are paramters (the Plummer-distribution omes with the aveat thatstars of equivalent oribtal energy or angular momentum do not provide unique information(Rubilar & Ekart 2001)). If shifts require a full period for aurate measurement, thensolving four unknowns (or less) would already take 40 years based on the reported periodsfor members of the S0 luster (Ghez et al. 2005). Another parameter makes it 200 years.4. Error Analysis4.1. Error and MagnitudeIntuitively, dimmer stars, whih stand out less against bakground noise, should havelarger astrometri unertainties. The magnitude-dependent omponent of the positionalerror is the ratio of the full-width-half-maximum (FHWM) to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),and based on the SNR's de�nition given in (Hardy 1998, p. 42) this error obeys:
σmag =

FWHM

D

√

1

tη
(x + NBa2x2) (1)

with x = Fo ∗ 10MK′/2.5Here, NB is the bakground (sky) irradiane, a2 is the area of the measuring element, Dis the telesope aperture diameter, η is detetor e�eieny, and t is the integration time.However, a urve of this form plus a onstant to represent other, magnitude-independenterror did not apply well to the graphs as redued χ2 values were on the order of a hundred.The graph displays a dramati �oor entered roughly at mK ′=15 and a few, lower-magnitude, but high-unertainty stars isolated from the others on the graph. Taking medianinstead of mean unertainties redues the e�et of the large (rare for low-magnitude) errors,by essentially negleting them, so some justi�ation is appropriate.The suspeted ause is onfusion and PSF ontamination with the unresolved bak-ground population. Whih stars are a�ited with these errors is quite onsistent withina night, bolstering the ase that this is not aused by the atmosphere or instrumentation.The analysis done was able to detet these large unertainties, so the remaining analysesare performed under the assumption that this detetion happens most of the time. Always



� 5 �

Fig. 1.� 4.1athing these large unertainties is still not muh onsolation, but if the onfusion hypoth-esis is orret, then beause the stars of interest move, they should not su�er the e�et allthe time. 4.2. Error and Frame CountUsing the median unertainties, and having broken up the data as outlined in �2, themedian error is plotted (�gures 2 and 3) and tabluated (table 1) for stars with mK ′ ≤ 14, andfor bins 1 magnitude wide with mK′ values of 13 through 16. The data exhibits a 1/
√

framesproportionality. Linear regression to A + Bx with 1/
√

frames as the variable produes theequations presented in table 1. Fits in whih no base error was assumed (A = 0) had χ2values ten to a hundred times larger4.3. Separation ErrorLow loal, or low individual astrometri unertainties are useless if relative positionsare needed over large portions of the �eld and are highly unertain. Also, we expet a kind



� 6 �

Fig. 2.� The upper (blak) set of urves are the �ts made with a �oor error, and the red(lower) urves represent �ts made assuming no �oor error.

Fig. 3.� Plots for magnitude bins 13-14, 14-15, and 15-16. Higher, thiker urves and largerdiamonds orrespond respetively to the �ts and data points for higher magnitude bins.



� 7 �of relative distortion that sales up with separation due to residual wavefront error (urva-ture). To examine these issues, the separations were omputed for every pair of stars in thesix 'sixths' maps, as well as the propogated unerainties whih would feature later in theanalysis.Analyzing the e�et of angular separation from the laser guide star (roughly at the im-age enters) and the tip/tilt guide star would be espeially useful. However, the generationof the PSF from eight bright stars spread aross the �eld ompliates this sine the expeteddistortions beome partially "absorbed "by the PSFs.Plotted in �gure 4 and �gure 5 4.3 is the root-mean-square (RMS) of separations nor-malized by the propogated unertainties, (Pi),
σN =

√

√

√

√

1

N − 1

N
∑

i=1

(

Si − S̄

Pi

)2

. (2)This quantity is essentially the redued χ for some hypothetial funtion that is determiningthe distanes between stars. Where the expression is around unity or less is where this"funtion" is doing a good job by not distributing separation values further from the averagethan their propogated unertainties would. For stars with mK′ < 14, no pair's σN exeedsunity until they are three-fourths to one arseond apart; the size of the region of interest.For stars with 14 < mK ′ < 16, this separation drops to about one-�fth of an arseond.4.4. Dispersion E�etsBeause stars deposit more photons at wavelengths as determined by their �ux urves, adi�erent portion of photons from eah star will arrive at a partiular angle due to refration.This produes a shift in the North omponent of the star's apparent loation, and sine the�lter has nonzero bandwidth, it always aptures this e�et. Analytially, dispersion shouldbe an e�et on par In the ontext of this setion "separation" is understood to refer to itsNorth-omponent.Some of the separations between stars IR1, 16C, 16CC, 16SW, and 16NE were omparedin a sample of single images from the May data. All but IR1 are mK ′ < 11 soures in theGalati enter, reddened by extintion, while IR 1 is a bluer, foreground star with mK ′ ≈ 14.Besides their relatively low magnitudes, another riterion was low separation of eah pairing(inluded in table 2) in order to isolate the e�et already seen in the last setion. The Maydata was hosen beause it sampled a larger range of airmasses.Taking the �ux and �lter weighted sum, or integral, of the photons' wavelengths givesthe soure's e�etive wavelength at whih is seen and refrated. Here, the �lter tranmission,
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Fig. 4.� Plot of separation variane normalized by propogation error for mK ′ < 14 starsversus SeparationMagenta indiates both stars had mK ′ > 12.5Green indiates one star had mK ′ ≤ 12.5 and one had mK ′ > 12.5Blue indiates both stars had mK ′ ≤ 12.5

Fig. 5.� Plot of separation variane normalized by propogation error for 14 < mK ′ < 16stars versus SeparationMagenta indiates both stars had mK ′ > 15Green indiates one star had mK ′ ≤ 15 and one had mK ′ > 15Blue indiates both stars had mK ′ ≤ 15
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T (λ) was taken to be a simple harateristi funtion entered on λ0 = 2.124 with width:
∆λ = 0.35 µm (Kek homepage).

λeff =

∫

T (λ)F (λ)λdλ
∫

T (λ)F (λ)dλ
→

∫

F (λ)λdλ
∫

F (λ)dλ
(3)The stars' alibrated H and K magnitudes [S. A. Wright et al. 2006, in preparation℄, wereonverted to �uxes with the referenes (FH = 1050 Jy and FK = 650 Jy) to estimate the

F (λ), and then the λeff . An expression for the angular deviation of light was obtained by�rst applying Snell's law to an interfae in the Earth's atmosphere: For a set wavelength,the di�erene in refrative index above and below is related to the di�erene in densities,where density is assumed to follow a simple Boltzmann relation, i.e.
ρ(h) = ρ0e

−mgh/kBT . (4)Variation with height in temperature, T , and gravitational aeleration, g are negleted, and
m is the mean mass of an air moleule. Hardy (1998) gives the dependene on wavelengthin terms of the refrativity (de�ned as 106(n − 1)):

Ns(λ) = 106(8.34213 × 10−5 +
2.40603 × 10−2

130 − λ−2
+

1.5997 × 10−4

38.9 − λ−2
) (5)(exept that the ited referene has no 106, whih this author assumes was a typographialerror). The total deviation an then be omputed numerially, adding eah

∆ζ =
Nλ(e

−mgh/kBT − e−mg(h−∆h)/kBT )

Nλ(e−mg(h−∆h)/kBT ) + 106
tan (ζ) (6)from a height of one hundred kilometers down to the telesope's height of 4.2 kilometers, by5 meter inrements.The zenith angle hanges very slightly so a plot of stellar positions throughout the nightshould show a quasi-linear trend with airmass (where airmass is de�ned as: α = sec (ζ)so tan (ζ) =

√
α2 + 1). The plot (�gure 6) displays the expeted trend for pairings IR1-16C, and 16CC-16NE. The prominene of the former pair �ts expetations based on averageseparation and the λeff , but it is urious that the latter pair stands out above others withlower average separations and larger λeff . Also, the atual sale of the e�et is nearly afator of ten larger than expeted.A ommon instrumental orretion to dispersion in optial wavelengths is made with aRisley prism (Hardy 1998). An advantage of this devie is keeping all of the light minus slightabsorption. Some issues are the feasibility of applying this to Kek near-IR obseravtions,and another possible addition to optis errors. The angular di�erenes beome a hundredthas large using Kek's narrowband �lter (∆λ = 0.035µm) but reduing the �ux by a fatorof ten adds 2.5 to every star's magnitude so this is ounterprodutive.
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Fig. 6.� A plot of the deviation from the mean for the separations of stars IR1-16C (asterix),16CC-16NE (triangles), 16C-16CC (squares), and 16C-16SW (x's). A linear trend is fairlyevident with IR1-16C and 16CC-16NE separations, but not with the others.5. ConlusionConditions at the mK ′ < 14 level seem ripe for starting a baseline of measurementsthat would reveal the non-Keplerian features of orbits, but questionable where apparent K'magnitudes are between 14 and 16. This range desribes the S0-luster stars; the ones thatprovide the orbital data. Most of this error would appear to ome from residual wavefrontdistortions, and analysis suggests that orretions for dispersion may also be required. Pro-vided some satisfatory ompensation for dispersion were found, however, great improvementmight be ahieved using a wider �lter to inrease the �ux and derease stellar magnitudesso the S0 stars at the 14-16 level drop to the desirable mK ′ < 14.The author thanks Professor Ghez, Seth Hornstein, Jessia Lu, Andrea Stolte, and therest of the UCLA Galati Center researh group who were very generous with their time,assistane, and patiene. Support for the author's undergraduate researh exhange pro-gram was provided by the NSF. The data presented herein were obtained at the W.M. KekObservatory, whih is operated as a sienti� partnership among the California Institute ofTehnology, the University of California and the National Aeronautis and Spae Adminis-tration. The Observatory was made possible by the generous �nanial support of the W.M.Kek Foundation. The author wishes to reognize and aknowledge the very signi�ant ul-tural role that the summit of Mauna Kea has always had within the indigenous Hawaiianommunity. We are most fortunate to have the opportunity to ondut observations from
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Table 1. Fits of the form, σframes = σfloor + A/

√
N , for several magnitude bins2006; 13 < mK′ ≤ 14 14 < mK′ ≤ 15 15 < mK′ ≤ 16May .16±.07+(1.1±.25)/√N .24±.07+(1.1±.26)/√N .40±.10+(1.1±.39)/√NJune .19±.06 + (.79±.22)/√N .25±.05+(.95±.20)/√N .39±.08+(1.0±.30)√N

Table 2. Stars for dispersion analysis with their H and K magnitudes, and estimatede�etive wavelengthsStar Name mH
a mK

a λeff (µm)IR-1 14.89 14.21 2.126516C 11.94 9.792 2.139616CC 12.47 10.56 2.138416NE 12.08 10.06 2.138616SW 11.65 10.02 2.1365
aApparent magnitudes where H is λ =

1.65µm, and K is λ = 2.20µm

Table 3. Expeted angular di�erenes due to dispersionStar pairing S̄ in arse.a Sp for ζ0 = 48ob Sp for ζ0 = 60obIR1-16C 1.698 0.566 0.88316CC-16NE 0.984 0.011 0.01616C-16CC 0.911 0.052 0.08216C-16SW 1.483 0.131 0.205
aAverage separation
bPredited hange in separation (North-axis) due to disperion.


